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“Camp has changed my life in the best way I could ever image. It has formed me into the 

person I am today and I could not be happier. It is true, kids who sit tall in the saddle walk 

a little taller too. The friends you make here are the friends you will have forever.”       
– A u d r e y  S n a r e

       Teton Valley Ranch Camp      Summer 2020



         ne of my first big horse wrecks occurred when I was a young packer, 

          years ago. One of the middle pack horses in my string of 10 decided to 

go the wrong way around some deadfall on the side of the trail. The ensued 

pulling, bucking, and panic caused one heck of a horse wreck. I was able to 

dismount and get things untangled and repacked. Eventually, the cowboy I was working under passes by pulling his 

string. As he passed, he looked over and said, “looks like it got a bit western”, and rode on. When I made it to camp 

that night, I asked him what he meant by “a bit western”. His response was simply, “it’s when things get challenging, 

or don’t go as you planned.”  

These past few weeks, as we’ve all watched how the COVID-19 Pandemic has affected the entire world, it’s safe to 

say things have gotten a bit western here. I feel confident saying there isn’t one of us that has been untouched by 

this Pandemic. I know the TVRC leadership team had felt it tremendously, especially when we made the difficult 

decision to cancel our traditional program. However, now is the time we draw from our grit and remember the 

principles which have guided us through our years at TVRC. 

 

Campers throughout our history have been faced with challenges and have overcome them. They have seen 

camping trips changed the last minute because of late-season snow. They have experienced mountain summits 

that were completely missed because of lightning storms. They have felt the disappointment of cutting a trip short 

because of an ill teammate and have learned about self-sacrifice, which was required. These lessons and many others 

have become ingrained in each camper’s character while defining their self-reliance, tenacity, and independence. 

They have developed the ability to adapt to new circumstances and be flexible. The years a camper or staff member 

has spent at TVRC have been an adventure, but they have also been preparing for such a time as we currently 

find ourselves.  

In this spirit of TVRC, the Leadership team, with the support of our board of directors, has returned to the drawing 

board to develop a new program this summer. We have talked to experts, studied the recommendations and guide-

lines from the American Camping Association and the Centers for Disease Control. We have taken these guidelines 

and have re-written a backpacking and pack trip focused summer, which follows the best practices for camps. 

We have been able to adapt the TVRC experience into our Outrider Expedition program. Although different from 

our traditional TVRC summer, the principles remain the same. Relationships will be forged and made stronger in 

our smaller group sizes as they adventure in the mountains. Despite the difference from our traditional program, 

we will continue providing a unique summer that won’t quickly be forgotten.  

One thing’s for certain, and this won’t be the only time in our lives that “things get western”. Let’s take this 

experience and learn from it, see what we are capable of. I hope that we all can keep working towards our shared 

goal of finding the strength to lead and the faith to follow.   

Jim Ligori 
Camp Director
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Tales from
 trail

By the time their summer season at TVRC draws to a close, 
most campers have already begun thinking about the next 
summer. For some, the decision to return to camp is a re-
sounding “YES”. For others including myself 10 years ago, 
the answer is less clear. Looking back, I recognize that my 
hesitancy was actually a reflection of self-doubt and the 
fear that often accompanies change. Thankfully, I did say 
“yes” and I returned to camp again the next summer, and 
again the summer after that, for a total of 5 years. Saying 
“yes” became easier and more immediate. Most of the time 
we are more ready for change than we think.

I still remember turning onto the dirt road to camp for the 
very first time, nervous, excited, and scared of the un-
known. I lacked confidence and leadership skills, was full 
of anxiety, and didn’t know how to be patient.  

During my first summer as a Rough Rider, and in the four 
summers to follow, I challenged and overcame those qual-
ities one by one.  I gained a new sense of confidence by 
learning skills like how to saddle and bridle a horse on my 
own, rope a perfect 10 out of 10, create and light a fire with 
one match, and hang a bear bag. Through various camp 
activities like backpacking and pack trips, self-confidence 
steadily grew inside me in a way I never dreamed possible.

I learned the art of patience– waiting for a temporary 
situation to pass or enduring a situation out that is of your 
control– while on the ranch. TVRC taught me the valuable 
lessons of patience through something as small as wait-
ing 20 minutes for iodine to purify my water and as large 
as realizing that I had 4 more hours on horseback until 
we arrived at our campsite. One of my most memorable 
experiences was “solos,” when my camp counselor Emmy 
Crouter would randomly pick a spot for us on-trail to sit 
and reflect. Sitting for 20 minutes alone in the wilderness 
tested my patience, and my fear of a bear or moose coming 
out of nowhere challenged my anxiety, but ultimately
solos helped me grow and overcome impatience and 
anxiety both.

The statement “strength 
to lead and faith to follow” 
defines TVRC’s philosophy and 
program design, and it has since 
become a personal mantra. TVRC helped me gain leader-
ship within myself through the trials I faced as a camper. 
My first summer, we were challenged to pull out our maps 
and lead our group on a trail without our counselor’s inter-
vention. As a Rough Rider, I didn’t think I could do it, but 
several years later I was using a map and leading my group 
on the Teton Crest Trail. 

My Rough Rider summer and each “yes” that followed 
changed my life. Every summer I came home from camp 
with a new sense of self and new courage to face life’s 
inevitable obstacles. Today, I think back to summiting 
mountain tops with TVRC and I draw on that determina-
tion and strength to help me make intelligent decisions 
and put problems into perspective. Simply put, TVRC has 
prepared me to be “ready to ride” for the rest of my life. 

My adventures in the Teton Mountain Range and in 
Dubois with TVRC even inspired me to attend college 
at the University of Utah. I vaguely remember the 
welcome weekend, but I do remember running into 
Samantha Stuck, a TVRC camper from 2007-2010, who 
eventually became my “big sister” in the Pi Beta Phi 
sorority. I am so thankful that TVRC continues to bring 
people together, even after our camp years are behind us. 

My four years in college challenged me to grow, but I 
faced them unafraid because I knew from my years as a 
camper what challenge and change can do for a person. 
Every time I look down at my finger and see my silver 
ring with the Teton Mountain Range on it, I could not 
be more thankful that I said “YES!” to TVRC, summer 
after summer.

Photo: Haley North (right) with Samantha Stuck

Haley North, a camper in the early 2000’s, shares 
a reflection on her experience at the ranch and how it 
continues to support and shape her life.  



Learn about our
 Leadership Team  
i                          j 

Natalie is originally from Ashland, Oregon and grew up with nature right in her backyard. 
She first came to TVRC in 2016 as a Counselor and Photographer and returned in 2017 as 
a Counselor and Trip Leader. Natalie graduated from University of Denver with a degree in 
International Studies, Leadership and Sustainability. Natalie has completed the California 

Outward Bound Instructor Course and worked for organizations like SOS Outreach, 
Outward Bound, Naturalists at Large and Rustic Pathways. Natalie returned to TVRC in 2018 

       as the Program Director to share her love of the outdoors. She spends her free time backpacking, 
swimming, taking photos, and enjoying the Wyoming backcountry as much as she can. 
Contact Natalie at nacheatel@tvrcamp.org.

Natalie acheatel, Program Director

Jim Ligori, Camp Director
As a born and raised Jackson Hole local, camping and the outdoors run in Jim’s blood. 
Jim attended TVRC as a yearling at the Kelly campus in 1991. He has worked at other camps 
in Idaho, Wyoming, Canada, and North Carolina as a lifeguard, cabin counselor, fishing 
instructor and program director. Jim graduated from the University of Montana in Missoula 
with a Bachelor of Science in Recreation Management and a focus on Nature-Based Tourism.  
Jim and his exquisite wife Cora met at a summer camp near Asheville, North Carolina, where 
they were both part of the leadership team. He has spent the last four years with TVRC supporting the seasonal and year 
round team through it all from breakfast rides during the camp season to off-season planning. Jim and Cora have three 
lovely children: Elsie, George and Jamie. Contact Jim at jligori@tvrcamp.org.

ccacc

Whitney Oppenhuizen, Director of Development and Marketing
Whitney was born and raised in West Michigan, but her ties to Jackson Hole run deep. 
She began visiting her grandparents in the valley as a young child and eventually became 
a TVRC camper, following in her Grandfather’s footsteps. Then, she went on to attend 
Northern Michigan University and earn a degree in Communications and Public Relations 
with a minor in Outdoor Leadership and Management while returning to the ranch as a staff 
member in the summers of ’07 to ’09. Whitney joined the leadership team in 2018, bringing a bevy of marketing 
experience in non-profit, healthcare, and corporate capacities. She loves facilitating the new generations of campers’ 
introductions to the wilds of Wyoming and experiences that will leave a lasting positive mark in their hearts and souls. 
Contact Whitney at woppenhuizen@tvrcamp.org.
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Matthew was born and raised in the foothills of the Blue Ridge Mountains in Virginia and 
first experienced the wonders of Wyoming on a NOLS course in the Absaroka Wilderness. 
He graduated from the University of Montana with a B.S. in Wildlife Biology, spent a year 
as a graduate student at Teton Science Schools, and earned an M.Ed. in Curriculum and 

Instruction from Montana State University. Matthew has taught high school science to 
Northern Arapaho students on the Wind River Indian Reservation, worked as an outdoor 

 educator with K-12 students and adult learners at Teton Science Schools, and teaches wilderness 
medicine courses for NOLS. He brought his passion for education to the TVRC team in 2017 in his new role as office 
manager. When he’s not at his desk, Matthew enjoys exploring in the mountains, reading, playing guitar, cooking, 
riding his motorcycle, and enjoying life in Jackson with his wonderful wife, Lisa and adventurous son, Dylan. 
Contact Matthew at mmcgee@tvrcamp.org.

Matthew McGee, Office Manager

Ryan Combs, Financial Controller
Ryan was first introduced to TVRC in the summer of 1997. He worked as a counselor, and 
then rejoined in 2005 as a trip coordinator. Ryan is a Vanderbilt University grad with work 
experience that includes acting as a client advisor at Merrill Lynch and as the assistant 
financial controller at Aman Resorts in Jackson. He began working as a controller for TVRC 
in the mid-2000’s. Ryan loves calling the West home and enjoys living the mountain lifestyle 
with his wife Sue and daughters Caitlin and Lexie.
Contact Ryan at rcombs@tvrcamp.org. 
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Welcome 
 Cora Ligori our new Assistant Camp Director

Cora Ligori, Jim’s lovely wife, has joined the full-time leadership team. In the summer, 
she’ll be at the ranch full time supporting Jim and Natalie with running camp and in the 
winter with hiring, program planning, and more. She’ll also be working alongside Whitney 
with marketing and other efforts to spread the word about TVRC. 

Cora has a long history with the summer camp industry; in fact, it’s how she and Jim met! 
We’re thrilled to welcome Cora to the full-time team and are excited for you to meet her in the coming summers! 
Contact Cora at cligori@tvrcamp.org.



As we enter this unique summer with excitement around our Outrider Expeditions 

Program we as a Leadership Team and Board have our eyes set on the future of TVRC. 

We are starting strategic planning for the next 10 years of the organization all while 

focusing on a direct fundraising effort to help us make it through 2020. Although 

we have done so much great work to start filling our Endowments we are asking our 

community during this summer for additional support. Having to cancel our tradi-

tional summer program is leaving us with a budgetary shortfall of roughly $350,000. 

While we hope to close that gap slightly with our shortened program we still have a 

ways to go. Your support this summer allows us to continue operating as a program 

and foundation without disruption as we move into 2021. If you’re interested in this 

effort or any of those listed below please reach out to Whitney Oppenhuizen– 

woppenhuizen@tvrcamp.org or 307-733-6122. 

development update
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Posse 2020
We are rounding up the best in the West to join our 2020 
posse! Help us meet our $10 million General Endowment 
goal and cement TVRC’s future for generations to come. 
Five families have already joined in and we need your 
help, too. We’re looking for families who would like 
to participate at the $5,000, $10,000 or $20,000 level. 
This would be an annual gift over the next five years. 
This is a goal as grand as the Teton Mountain Range 
and as vast as the Wyoming sagebrush. However, we 
know we can work together to preserve TVRC’s presence 
in family legacies and be Ready to Ride in perpetuity.

Annual Scholarship request 
This year we had 16 very deserving campers apply for 
financial aid, making it the highest request ($80,000) to 
date. Among them are campers from war-torn countries, 
girls yearning for the positive female role models they 
deserve, boys who dream of moving from the city to 
the wild West one day, campers with health issues like 
Type 1 Diabetes who want to test the limits of adventure, 
and Jackson Hole locals who deserve the chance to play, 
explore, and learn about their Western heritage. 

Currently, we don’t have the annual scholarship funds to 
fulfill all of these kids’ dreams, and we need your help. 
Our goal is to raise $50,000 by December 2020 to support 
campers for the 2021 season, which will enable us to 
provide full or partial financial support to all of these 
inspiring, deserving kids.  

We’re grateful for the Giesen Family for creating the 
Laurie J. Giesen Scholarship and the Harkness Foundation 
for supporting our effort. If you’re interested in supporting 
this effort in the memory of a camper or family member 
please let us know. We’re happy to do so. 
 

Celebration of Meeting 
the Bathhouse Goal  
We’re so excited to begin construction on our new bath-
houses this coming August! Thanks to all of the current 
camp families and alumni who answered the call, we are 
now able to replace the well-worn staff hill bathhouse 
and St Johns Camper Bathhouse.

Jim is working with Conostaga Log Homes to finalize our 
designs and we’ll be bidding out the sub-contractor work 
in the coming month or two. The goal is to have all of the 
materials on site in June, book the construction crew and 
machinery needed for demolition of the current bathhous-
es for mid-August, begin the rebuild immediately follow-
ing Outrider Program, and be done before the snow falls! 

If you’d like further updates on this project, please reach 
out to Whitney at woppenhuizen@tvrcamp.org. We’ll 
share another update in the Fall Wrangler and throughout 
the summer and Fall with those who supported our effort. 
Thank you for helping us meet our goal and giving the 
Bathhouses a much-needed revamp!



Teton Valley Ranch Camp
Education Foundation

P.O. Box 4915
Jackson, WY 83001

Receive enewsletters sent every couple months; take part in surveys and discussion boards—

www.tvrcamp.org

Enjoy our frequent posts on Facebook—www.facebook.com/TVRCamp

Stay connected with current campers, staff and alumni on Instagram— 
www.instagram.com/TVRCamp

Take a break with our YouTube channel—www.youtube.com/TVRCamp

Ways to Stay in Touch with TVRC

 2021 Dates are coming in the 

Fall Wrangler—
check our website for the latest details. 


